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ABSTRACT
A medical health care system with high security using android application is important in present life it
deals with new algorith ms and techniques i.e. multiphase encryption algorithms. In this algorithm we will encrypt
and decrypt the value with different keys i.e. (k1,k2,k3…….kn). when it takes the value from the patient it will
encrypt the value with three different keys. So that the value stored in the server very securely. When the doctor
want to check the date it will again decrypt with three different keys the Value and sent to the andro id device wh ich
is connected to the established network. Doctor when connected to the local network he/she get the decryption
values. So there is no scope of even hacking the network by the hacker to change the values sent to the server. So
Patient life will be 100% secure fro m the attack.
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I.INTRODUCTION
INFORMATION and communication technologies are one of the most promising
applications of information technology is healthcare and wellness management. Healthcare is
moving from an approach based on the reactive responses to acute conditions to a proactive
approach characterized by early detection, prevention, and long-term management of health
conditions. The current trend places an emphasis on the monitoring of health conditions and the
management of wellness as significant contributors to individual healthcare and wellbeing. This
is particularly important in developed countries with a significa nt aging population, where
information technology can significantly improve the management of chronic conditions and
thereby improve quality of life.
For example, continuous recording of an electrocardiogram (ECG) or
photoplethysmogram (PPG) by a wearable sensor can provide a realistic view of the heart
condition of a patient during normal daily routines, and can help detect such conditions as high
blood pressure, stress anxiety, diabetes, and depression. In addition, it is conceivable that further
automated analysis of recorded biomedical signals could support doctors in their daily practices
and allow the development of warning systems. This would bring several benefits: it would
increase the health observability, collaboration among doctors, and doctor-to-patient efficiency
and thereby decrease healthcare costs.
Recent technological advances in M2M systems together with the rise of M2M
communications over wired and wireless links allow the design of lightweight, low-power
sensors at low cost for wearable sensor networks, integrated circuits, and wireless
communication With advances in mobile communication, new opportunities have opened up for
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the development of healthcare systems that remotely monitor bio medical signals from patients.
The availability of a new generation of mobile phones has had an important impact on the
development of such healthcare systems, as they seamlessly integrate with a wide variety of
networks (such as 3G, Bluetooth, wireless LAN, WCDMA and GSM), and thus enable the
transmission of recorded biomedical signals to doctors or patients from a central server located in
a hospital, home, or office. A smartphone presents a programmable monitoring platform for
healthcare as people go about their daily lives.
The basic principle of Cryptography is defined as: A message being sent is
known as plaintext. The message is then coded using a cryptographic algorithm. This process is
called encryption. An encrypted message is known as ciphertext, and is turned back into
plaintext by the process of decryption . The method for decryption is the same as that for
encryption but in reverse direction. It is applicable in each phase of encryption. Multiple
encryptions is the process of encrypting an already encrypted message one or more times, either
using the same or a different algorithm. Under the same key length and for the same size of the
processed data.
This paper presents a secure medical health care system using android. the use
secure in the system is to protect the patients life. The data is stored in secure format so that no
other person can steel the data.now you can understand by seeing the system design and the
algorithm described below.
II.SYSTEM DESIGN
The overall architecture of a secure medical health care system is understand by using
a diagram of flowchart and the system architecture. firstly the patient is connected with the ppg
sensor to the hand so that a continuous reading is taken from the patient and it is sent to the gate
way. The data which was taken is stored in the server it will maintain the record values of the all
the patients. The doctor who was in the other place should have an android mobile device an app
which was already developed was installed in the android mobile device. now doctor has to
connect to the server in order to retrieve the information so that he will connect to local Wi-Fi
which is present in the hospital in this the ip number has to maintained very securely other wise
there is a chance of connecting to the network for other users. when he gets connected the data
present in the server will sent in to the mobile device so that the doctor can see whether he was
in serious condition or in normal condition. Not only he will monitor one patient he can monitor
many other patient life. So there is secure health care system is built in the hospital.
Now we will see the flow chat diagram of data processing in figure 1 and system
architecture in figure 2 below.
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Fig 1: flow chart for data processing in the server

Fig 2: system architecture of secure health care system

So from the above flow char and system diagra m we can easily understood we can
provide a secure health care system. In the above at the gate way we use to encrypt the data
which was taken from the patient and stored in the server, after if the doctor want to see the data
store in the server he will connect to the server so that the data will decrypt and sent to the
mobile device securely.
III.ALGORITHM
The algorithm which is used in the system is strong encryption and decryption
algorithm. Now you can easily understood the algorithm how it going to work. First it will take
the data which is going to store in the server. It will encrypt the data with k1 key so that the plain
text is going to change in to cipher text and we will take again the cipher text and it is again
encrypt with k2 key value a different value and lastly we will encrypt with k3 key value. So that
we will get a secure cipher text which is not understand to even to the hacker. In the same
manner again we will decrypt the data with three key values in order to get the original value.
We can understand by seeing it below clearly
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The encryption algorithm is:
cipher text = EK3(EK2(EK1(plaintext))) I.e., encrypts with K1, decrypt with K2, then encrypt
with K3.
Decryption is the reverse:
plaintext = DK1(DK2(DK3(cipher text))) I.e., decrypt with K3, encrypt with K2, then decrypt
with k1.
IV.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Final from the decrypted data we will get the original information which can be
seen in android mobile device. an android app which was developed in the android emulator
should be present in the mobile device. so that the patient information in the plain text is sent in
to the android mobile device. so which the doctor can monitor the patient health is safe or
emergence condition.
In this two major things has to observe i.e. the graph is low frequency the patient
is in normal condition if the patient result is high frequency the patient is in serious condition
.now with help of small figure we can easily understand.

Fig 3: Androi d emul ator test for the monitoring
program on the server
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Fig 4: Appearance of the androi d mobile during monitori ng

V.CONCLUSION
Finally successfully implemented a medial health care system with high security using
android application with help of secure multiphase algorithm in which I have used different keys
to protect the data from theft. And with the help of android device we can monitor patient health.
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